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About the Ship
“May your anchor be tight, your cork be loose, your rum be spiced, and your compass be true.”

This former Star Army chassis has been stripped down and souped up to the point it is barely
recognizable as an Ayame-class cruiser. No longer is this vessel a finely tuned and high-precision
machine of the Yamataian Star empire, but a rugged, self-reliant, and brutally efficient design that seems
to strongly indicate it was designed for privateering. These vessels are also far more tricky than their
predecessors in that they possess far more sophisticated electronic warfare, stealth, and propulsion
capabilities which allow it to slip away from all but the most agile of vessels.

Features

Some of the chassis modifications include a much more rugged damage control grid, and the medium-
sized Automanufactory module it houses allows it to manufacture replacements almost any starship
component used by the vessel so long as sufficient resources are available in storage. The entire ship is
supplemented by a large force of Junker drones. So effective is the combination of damage control and
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self-repair that these vessels can be practically gutted by enemy fire, and still they may be resurrected
by their mechanical keepers – even in the absence of the crew.

The combination of the ship's Difference Engine and Entropy's Shroud units makes this vessel class a
much more slippery foe than its Yamataian predecessor – though at the cost of offensive power. (As a
side note, this isn't necessarily a bad thing; aether weapons produce very large weapons signatures, in
addition to the fact they may destroy all potential salvage and murder all potential prisoners.) The
combined stealth and maneuverability allows to turn space hazards such as minefields or asteroid belts
into significant defensive assets, as well as escape any pursuers. It's ability to out-gun smaller ships,
outrun larger ones, and operate without logistics (thanks to the Automanufactory) makes this vessel is
perfectly suited for certain roles, which may or may not include those of freedom fighters, privateers,
pirates, smugglers, rebels, or any other nonpersons who refuse to be collected by national authorities.

History and Background

First raw Imagination must be harvested in bulk, Treated and tempered by Logic and Calculation,
Gathered together in Love within our automanufactories. You see, such a vessel, Is held together by
naught but Wishful Thinking, Unabashedly propelled by its own Impossibility, And thereby slaying its
enemies with little else, Than the powers of Negation. – The Act of Never Again, Chapter 312: A Newbie's
Guide Starship Assembly

Statistics and Performance

General

Class: Ki-C1-1D Type: Assault Cruiser Designers: KFY template, Free State modifications, Privateer
modifications, Gartagen modifications Manufacturer: State Biomechatronics Fielded by: Gartagen Union
Privateers

Crew

Like the majority of vessels conceived by the Free State, this ship is capable of partial to complete
autonomous operation.

Destiny "Queen" AI Suite: 1 Crew: 698 Junker Drones: 1000

Dimensions

Length: 275 m / 900 ft Width: 240 m / 800 ft Height: 120 m / 400 ft Decks: 33
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Propulsion and Range

Difference Engine : ~0.3c Hyperspace Fold Drive: 0.5 LY/min Lifespan: 20 years Refit Cycle: Bi-decade
refits

Inside the Ship

Though the interior of the Divine Comedy is based on the Ayame-class, the direct clashing of Yamataian
aesthetics with Freespacer ascetics has left the luxurious interior radically different than the original
design. Bare circuitry and wiring can be seen in almost every hall one looks, and there always seems to
be a Junker drone scurrying in the peripherals on one's vision.

The Divine Comedy has 33 decks.

Deck Compartments
1 Weapons Array
2-4 Weapons Array
5 Command Bridge; Upper Pylon Begins
6 Main Bridge, Destiny AI Servers
7 Captain's Quarters, Wardroom
8 Cargo Bay
9 Cargo Bay
10 Armory/Munitions Dump
11 Armory
12 Crew Quarters, Officer's Quarters
13 Crew Quarters
14 Junker Hive
15 Junker Hive
16 Main Engineering Upper Level
17 Main Engineering
18 Main Engineering Lower Level
19 Recreation Deck, Mess Hall, Galley
20 Recreation Deck
21 Hydroponics Garden, Food Storage
22 Cargo Bay
23 Biomechatronics Laboratory
24 Automanufactory Module
25 Automanufactory Module
26 Automanufactory Module
27 Flight Deck
28 Shuttle Bay
29 PA Storage
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Deck Compartments
30-32 Weapons Array
33 Weapons Array

Armory

See: Standard Star Army Armory

Automanufactory Module

“We do not inherit the galaxy from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children.” – Freespacer Proverb

This vessel carries a traditional Freespacer variable-configuration assembly bay, capable of producing
anything from fighter craft to toys. Like most equivalent modules, this system is fully automated by the
shipboard AI.

Workshop

An off-shoot of the main room contains workshops. A semi-permanent feature of this room is the
overwhelming number of machinery various states of (dis)assembly. From the roof of the room hang an
array of robotic arms, which are capable of performing a limited number of autonomous tasks when
operated by AI controllers, along with several cluttered work benches for tasks that may require them.
This room also contains a Grinder system.

Factory Floor

A service elevator is available from the main room to the two decks below it. However, this section is
generally kept off-limits as it contains little else than the deafening hum of machinery, darkness, and a
shifting nexus of machinery. There is virtually no walking space here so that assembly lines can be as
efficient as possible. Other than the parts and equipment hopper beside the elevator entrance, there is
little else to see unless one is willing to risk a venture into the shifting maze of machinery.

Biomechatronics Laboratory

The ship contains a well-equipped combined laboratory and operating room that is designed to be
versatile. Primarily cloning vats are stored here designed to be used in conjunction with a genebank to
re-grow lost crew. These facility also posses very extensive implant repair and replacement capability,
comparable to most professional hospitals.
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Bridge

The so-called “bridge” of the vessel is more a hacking alcove room than a traditional Yamataian
command center. Dozens of smaller monitors line the walls, and antiquated keyboards are used in place
of gravimetric interfaces. A number of worn chairs are scattered around the room, along with large
bundles of cable and circuit boards in the nooks and crannies of the room, and the occasional snack-food
wrapper. However, the room functions just as well as any other command bridge, assuming one can get
used to the mess and rough appearance. More so, if the crew has neural interfaces; the Freespacers,
being a society where neural technology is standard, have made control consoles in such a way that one
with the proper implants can literally work “at the speed of thought.”

At the center of the room are two stasis pods with neural interface plugs which is used for skeleton
crews. A pilot and co-pilot can be placed in a physically unconscious state, allowing them to free up as
much of their minds as possible to concentrate on ship operations. Even a single person can directly
interface with the network not unlike an AI, and operate the vessel through the said of Junker drones and
control algorithms. AI constructs may also command the vessel in a similar manner.

Crew Quarters

The original Neko pit nests have been stripped of padding and have been converted into a number of
growing pits. Some additional decks have been converted to crew quarters. In these, growing pits have
been added to make additional power for the added diatomic air scrubbers required to support a larger
crew. A chilled liquid crystalline solution is left in the pit, and a seed crystal is planted, and over a period
of weeks a crystal will naturally grow. These crystals are pyroelectric; they absorb heat in order to
generate a small electric current. This subtle electric current will allow the crystal growths to produce a
soft glow to light the room, as well as provide energy for specially engineered diatomic air scrubbers.

Many of the walls have been stripped bare to install Freespacer-style microgravity sleeping tubes, which
are horizontal tubes with a lockable hatch not unlike a torpedo tube. Each of these pods have a padded
interior, with a computer interface, retractable drawers, and internal lighting. While sleeping in such a
place may stir feeling of claustrophobia in some, they are actually much safer than traditional beds; a
fully enclosed padded design allows for safe sleep even in microgravity, and the sealed hatch and
honeycomb structure of the pods will allow sleeping crew to survive even a direct hull breach to the
room. But for those who perhaps don't like enclosed spaces, there are usually a number of hammocks
strung up in the corners of the room.

Hydroponics Garden

As is the Freespacer engineering philosophy, the high-tech HSCS life support systems have been
replaced with lower tech natural shipboard ecosystem. Lichens and diatoms produce the air, algae bloom
vats purifies the water and provide protein for meals, and various shrubs creeper vines line grow a wide
variety of fruits for the traditional Freespacer vegetarian diet. There are also freezer and refrigerator
units here, along with beverage dispensers and metal-surfaced kitchenette facilities, so one can pick and
prepare their own meals straight from the garden.
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Passageways

There are many hallways, which run from the front to the rear of the ship, connected by occasional
passageways across and by a system of elevators. Control displays in the halls can give the crew status-
updated maps should they need them, or everyone's receive files from everyone's favorite SI construct.
These halls are in a state of subtly controlled chaos; panels are out of their place and resting against the
wall, loose cables run along the floor almost everywhere, and bare circuitry can be seen. However, NU-
class Automata and Junker drones do not have their performance effected by this at all since they are
used to such conditions. Just the opposite: exposed circuits means one can get to a problematic system
in a shorter time.

There are also a number of access shafts and crawlways which run the length of the ship, those one risks
running into a Junker drone scurrying around at speeds of several kilometers per hour.

Recreation Deck

Most of the original gym's equipment and has been crammed into a corner to make room for a small
server cluster. This contains a large informational data base, as well as an abundance of virtual reality
games in almost gameplay style imaginable. A number of neurohelmets, or direct port interfaces for
implants, are placed in reclining chairs near the walls of the room to access this database or run VR
programs. The sparring room has been completely cleared as to make room for physically-oriented VR
games that may include inter-player brawling or simulated gunfights. The original swimming pool has
been long since emptied and now contains row upon row of server racks.

Ship Systems

Structure

The former Zesuaium-composite hulls have been stripped away, simply due to the difficulty of mass
producing the material in the Free State. In their place is a make of energized armor; titanium carbide
layered plating reinforced by a Phenolic-Fulleride layered mesh that acts as both a means to absorb
energy and release a high-capacity discharge designed to disrupt particle beams, plasma bursts, and
even vaporize solid munitions.

The structuring of the outer hull is engineered for flash-welding and riveting, as opposed to the original
tightly-linked hull design. While this leaves much to be desired in regards to the armor strength, it allows
the rapid repair of damage sections – even in the midst of battle. A mangled plate can be easily
jettisoned and be replaced by Junker drones within a matter of minutes, or even seconds, if
circumstances allow.
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Lift

The lift provides quick access from the main deck to the subdeck, or carry freight from the
automanufactory to where the products are needed. Don't let that scratching sound overhead scare you;
those are just the Junkers scurrying about.

RRF Breaching Pod

30 pods. See: RRF Jump Pod. These pods have been repurposed as boarding/breaching torpedoes, and
are contained on the quarterdeck.

Engineering

Graviton Beam Projector (4)

This device creates a stream of gravitons which can be used to tow other spacecraft, but is ineffective
against ships using gravitonic shielding. There are two emitters mounting on the two points at the front
of the ship, and two more on the top/bottom sections of the main hull. The Divine Comedy commonly
uses these projectors to “sling” cruise missiles, rapidly re-orienting them towards the target and
accelerating to significant velocities much faster than their engines normally allow.

"Philosopher's Stone" Reactors

Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, Hoyle, Took the stars and made them toil: Carbon, copper, gold, and lead,
Formed in stars, is what they said. –The Art of Never Again, Chapter 320: Alchemy of the Heavens

The Philosopher's Stone is an onboard facility that contains all the essentials for your self-sufficient vessel
on the go in today's fast paced universe: electric-fusion smelters, plasma arc incinerators, gas crackers,
and most importantly, nuclear transmutation reactors. These reactors are fission-fusion breeder reactors
capable of transmutation a wide ray of elements via slow and fast neutron capture. While the effective
transmutation conversion rate isn't nearly up to par with either Yamataian or Nepleslian nanofabrication
technologies, the device works well efficiently enough provide the rarer metals needed for advanced
electronics manufacturing, as well as ensure an abundant supply of fuel for the vessel. Furthermore,
these fusion technologies also provide the abundant power consumed by the other ship's systems.

MHD Dynamos

Not a reactor system in itself these magnetohydrodynamic generator converts thermal and kinetic
energy into usable power by exploiting the motion of fluids or plasma to generate electrical energy. Since
these contain no moving parts and can withstand high temperatures, they can boost the power efficiency
of certain systems by a significant fraction without large maintenance requirements.
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MHD Dynamos are used on some of the nuclear reactor assemblies of the transmutation facility, as well
as the pylons of the Last Laugh system in order to boost energy efficiency by a significant portion. By
pumping warm coolant into an MHD generator prior to re-cooling it one can increase the output, or
decrease the energy waste in weapon systems by up to two thirds.

Aether Cogenerators

In addition to the excess energy shunted from the Philosopher's Stone and that recycled by MHD
Dynamos, the ship has several aether co-generation units that appear to be simpler mimics of the Legacy
Cannon's support generators. A number of systems have been spliced with their civilian-grade
counterparts to produce an elegantly simplistic power-tap system.

Electronics

Entropy's Shroud (ECM Suite)

Disclaimer as follows: Expectant mothers, the elderly, and children under 2 years old should avoid
prolonged exposure to high energy electromagnetic gravitic emissions technology. Operation protocol
requires that personnel intending to handle high energy electromagnetic gravitic emissions technology
must be informed that they are may be informed they are to handle high energy electromagnetic
gravitic emissions technology. There are semi-rare cases where prolonged exposure to high energy
electromagneti gravitic emissions may cause itching, vertigo, blindness, sterility, heart palpitations, hair
loss, face melting, and slurred speech. Do not open the centroid generator assembly. Do not touch the
centroid generator assembly. In fact, do not even look directly at the centroid generator assembly. Nor
should you taunt the centroid generator assembly. We would also like to take this moment to remind
you that small furry creatures will not attempt to break out of the centroid generator assembly housing.
In the event that small furry creatures do break out of the centroid generator assembly housing, State
Biomechatronics recommends that you seek shelter immediately…[continued on <insert subdirectory
name here>] –The Art of Never Again, Chapter 807: Active Defensive Electronic Warfare Handbook, 19th
Edition

The ship carries an Entropy's Shroud Electronic Warfare Suite, which provides interdiction,
communications jamming, and sensor cloaking at the cost of being able to maintain the ship's shield
while active.

Sensors

“Cast off the chains of government, brothers and sisters! Disregard the archaic prejudices that keep our
mechanoid kin bound, so that they too may bask in the liberty of the Anarchate! Run a search in the
sub-directory of your heart to find then run your mercy executable file. Raise your optical sensors to the
future and by our combined efforts it will be assembled into a reality !” – The Art of Never Again,
Chapter 328: Deceit, Desist, and Dissent

In addition to the standard electromagnetic telescopy functions of the evanescent wave coupler system,
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this unit possess a Nepleslian refit containing directional gravitational sensors, quantum/subspace
sensors, and a FTL-assisted optical sensors similar to that used on many modern Nepleslian ships. This
system is also capable of detecting aetheric signatures to a degree.

Queen

The Queen Suite is specialized for warships, with advanced computing, sensors, and targeting control
systems. This suite can support one full-sized humanoid “avatar”1)

Computing

The heart of the Queen suite is an extremely advanced quantum computer, capable of performing nearly
endless amounts of data-churning and possessing untold memory.Quantum computers, unlike old
computers which could only process 1 and 0, can process an effectively infinite range of digits. In
addition, Queen suite has a very large memory for data storage, which is unlikely to be filled, even after
five years of constant use without deleting any data.

Sensors

The Queen suite has sensors which, in passive mode, can detect things up to 6 AU away, and in active
mode can detect and provide information (Heading, velocity, size, ship type, energy signatures) on
objects up to 3 AU away. These sensors also play a key part in its targeting control system, which is
capable of giving details (Heading, velocity, size, ship type, energy signatures) on up to 100 tracked
targets, and simply tracking the position and orientation (IFF) of 200 more. It uses many types of sensors
to do this, including:

Electromagnetic sensors
Electrogravitic sensors (scalar)
Soliton sensors (Wave Packets)
Unified field mass/energy sensors (Field of force sensors; Gravity, Radioactivity, and Energy)
Neutrino sensors (nuclear reaction sensors)
Tachyon sensors (faster than light)
Aether detectors
Visual sensors
Mass Detectors

Communications

Hyperspace: Transmission of laser and radio communications through a hyperspace conduit,
hyperspace being a dimension where the distances between points is shorter. The technology itself
is based on the same premise as Hyperspace Travel. The sender has to know the location of the
receiver. In general unless the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is more than a
few hundred light years are real-time. Transmissions can be blocked by Anti-FTL Fields.
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Laser: For close-range transmissions, it is more difficult for the enemy to intercept, because they
have to be in the area of the beam. Also limited to light-speed.
Radio: Full spectrum, Dual-Modulation, range theoretically unlimited except by interference.
Practical range is short, since the waves only travel at light-speed.

Noosphere Network Node

“The pinnacle of foreigner military deployment has always been stupidity; a trained pet in the guise of a
humanoid, to do what they are told without hesitation. We, on the other hand, have striven to endow
each automaton, starship, and missile with sentience. This is so that each and every weapon may
comprehend the full consequences of its actions, and act in moderation, even if we ourselves should
lose grasp on reason.” – The Art of Never Again, Chapter 293: The Collected Sermons on Cyberempathy

The Freespacers' passion for information is virtually unsurpassed, so naturally these vessels posses an
extensive computer and communications suite. This vessel utilizing evanescent wave tunneling
phenomenal to allow FTL communication so as to keep in touch with Polysentience, or whatever host
system its crew uses.

The Network Node is a shipboard information network to which all equipment is connected: The
Automata and Freespacer implant uplinks, the shipboard databanks, ship system and sensor feeds, even
individual missile guidance computers or turret firing computers. The shipboard SI construct also reside
here, observing all system access and operations. When used in conjunction with the EVC, this node can
join the thousands of others that compose the Free State's pan-regional network, Polysentience.

N-Space Firing Solution Calculator

The SI construct in this node is concerned with n-dimensional topography; essentially the mapping and
predicting Euclidean/Minkowski space. Specifically it performs calculations concerned with multivariate
real analysis of vectors in n-dimensions with at least, but not limited to, two dimensions. The SI concerns
itself with scalar fields and vector fields, which associate a point and vector in every point in space,
respectively. This foremost role of the SI is to provide the data vital to creating firing solutions,
performing high-precision maneuvers, and so on. However without its connection to the rest of these
Nodes, the effectiveness of this SI drops considerably.

Spacetime Cartographer

“Children of the State learn how to find and identify constellations before they even learn basic
alphanumeric sequences. It's only natural all; to be children of the Free State is to be children of the
stars.” –The Art of Never Again, Chapter 504: Pre-Birth Design Counseling

As a completely spacefaring race the pursuit of precision navigation has always been a key goal for the
Freespacers. The vast interstellar distances between fleets sometimes posed minor problems with
navigation, but nothing one couldn't compensate for. However, with the introduction of hyperspatial
travel, a radically new class of equipment was needed to maintain accurate spacetime topographic
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knowledge. After hours of research (the collective Polysentience network nodes think very fast) the result
was made apparent in the form of the Perpetual Clock, a special class of computer within the ship's
server cluster.

While distances are always positive in traditional spaces, the distance between any two even in
spacetime can be real, imaginary, or sometimes even nonexistent. In order to keep pinpoint tracking of a
vessel's spacetime bearing this SI and its respective node uses mostly internal guidance mechanisms
tied directly into propulsion systems and inertial sensors, with further capacity to triangulation signals
from the three Lighthouse beacons when in doubt. However, with the best efforts of the SI these systems
are typically finely-tuned enough to run for decades with no need for external re-adjustment.

Propulsion

Difference Engine

Relay Moon Prototyping Facility, probability device prototype batch ANE-2b, Head Mastermind Pascal.
Progress was slow today…the QUASI got it into its processing buffer that it would be funny to attempt to
apply the “infinite monkey” playwright theorem to the device by generating an unlimited probability
current – which logically isn't even possible. What it actually ended up creating was an unfavorable
event field instead of a favorable one. As the QUASI tried to process what was happening, it became
stuck in a feedback loop for approximately 2.481 seconds, during which the upspin wing of the building
suffered catastrophic cascade failures. The halls would have collapsed in on themselves had it not been
turned off in time – thank the Maker it was. Still, all in all it was a very ungood day. Addendum; note to
self. Must issue a memo to staff advising that the phase, 'I was bored' is never an excuse for generating
unstable quantum events. – Mastermind Pascal Nine Five 95-2918-1453, Diary Transcript Log Inversion
Engineering, Probability Mechanics Division

Favorable Event Generation

Chaos theory dictates to so-called “chaos” in systems are actually the result of not randomness, but by
the behavior of quantum wave functions. These wave functions are quantum events that become
microscopic events, then macroscopic events; just as atoms are the foundation of matter, quantum wave
functions are the foundation of any chance-based event, in a manner of speaking. By comprehending and
manipulating these wave functions one can effectively “create” luck, or more accurately, encourage the
manifestation of favorable events.

This device is a combined computer-generator unit designed to find and predict how quantum wave
functions interact with their environment. By performing subtle changes in the immediate environment
the wave functions manifest in, one can manipulate large-scale events with a relatively small expenditure
of energy. Due to the inherent difficulty of performing calculations this technology is can only perform
calculations for short-term events; one can only change events not even seconds prior. Another problem
is the sensitivity to initial conditions; a seemingly insignificant wave function could exponentially grow
into a rampant problem, so most of the machine's capacity is consumed controlling these uncalculated
aftereffects and preventing them from becoming Big Problems. For this reason significant manipulations
may require several minutes until aftereffects normalize, depending on the scale of the changes made.

Examples of potential uses for this device may include: nullifying stray signals to decrease energy
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signatures, creating minute imbalances in natural energy levels to increase or decrease the accuracy of
weapons fire, stalling the failure of ship integrity or overloading of systems, changing the vector of bomb
fragments to strike or avoid critical systems, and numerous other small-scale “luck” based events.

Hybrid Gravitic Propulsion

The propulsion is two-tiered; firstly is a form of gravimetric propulsion that directly ties into the
'Difference Engine' (hence the pun on its name). A gravitic field is sustained around the vessel and the
so-called wave function manipulation uses its capacity for chaos theory calculations to predict and
manipulate the way the field collapses, so as to make the ship “fall” in the desired direction.

This system is supplemented by an inertialess drive which like its smaller predecessor, the inertial
dampening system, can reduce the stress of rapid acceleration. The device takes things a step further by
having the capacity to nullify inertia and effective mass almost completely – not just for the crew, but for
the entire ship itself. Together these systems allow the vessel to perform very precise turns with little
strain on the superstructure, thereby endowing with the capability to outmaneuver most ships of similar
or even smaller size. This will give a crew the superior handling needed to turn spaceborne hazards, such
as asteroid belts, debris fields and minefields, into either escape routes of a defensive advantage in
combat.

Hyperspace Folding

“They say that the shortest distance between two given locales is always zero, because any two points
in our perceivable space are actually contiguous in some extradimensional universe. Postulating infinity,
of course.” – QUA-SI Jargon Two One 21-6777-1431 The Art of Never Again, Chapter 473: Hyperspatial
Dynamics

A quick way to get from point A to point B. The pizza delivery guy used it to get to the party in less than a
minute. Unfortunately, the molten cheese burned some dude's chin pretty bad because it was still hot.
The fold drive is capable of moving the ship through hyperspace at speeds up to 0.5 light-years a minute.
Time, however, does not move the same for those on the ship as for those in “real” space, which can
make a seemingly short trip take a long time.

Since this FTL technology relies directly on the same fields as the Difference Engine's STL propulsion, the
two were combined into inter-related propulsion systems.

Shield Systems

The ISFC has an excellent combined defense shielding system, relying on an egg-shaped combined
spatial and electrogravitational distortion field network to warp space around it and alter the course of
lasers, missiles, etc. that are headed for the ship using both dimensional warping and scalar EM
interferometry.
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The first and primary shield system is the elliptical dimensional distortion. This system folds space using
electrogravitational fields, wrapping it around the ship, to render the craft in its own bubble. Objects
inside the bubble are protected from both solid and beam weaponry, because the projectiles or beams
pass through the curved space and around the ship. The shields are auto modulated by the SI control
system. While all frequencies (and planes) are theoretically covered by the EDD shield, the modulation
enables extra power to be routed to the bands in which enemy energy weapons operate, decreasing the
possibility of a shield overload and rendering enemy energy weapons effectively useless. The EDD draws
its power from the KiP-d2400q, or, when necessary, the KFY KiP-2431su. The Divine Comedy's EDD can
protect against up to 3.1 YottaWatts worth of damage per five-foot area in either kinetic or energy form.

A second system, officially the FDS (forward deflector shield), but more often called “the spike,” only
protects the front of the ship, acting as a giant cone. It protects the ship from collisions during high-speed
space flight. The spike adds to the already deadly blade nature of the ship and can be used to facilitate
ramming other vessels. As the ship's primary defense against high-speed impacts such as meteors in
space, and debris from destroyed starships, the spike is extremely powerful. For this reason, when
possible, the ship combines the spike with the EDD shield, providing enough protection to withstand
heavy particle cannons and the like.

Weapon Systems

"Pseudonova" EMP-Nuclear Cruise Missile Batteries

“We'll blast them into dust! Then fuse the dust into blast! Then we'll nuke them again for good measure!
Bwahah ha ha…heh… Ah. Erm, w-what? Oh, pish posh, don't give me that look. I think it's important to
do what you love.” – SI Facsimile Template Prototype for the Savant-series v0.51a Integrated Strategic
Computer State Biomechatronics Transcript Log, Relay Moon Research Facility

The Pseudonovae are among the biggest and nastiest nuclear weapons to be produced by the
Freespacers, each with a maximum yield of several gigatons. This multistaged thermonuclear fission-
fusion-fission device was used for decades by 'Spacers for asteroid demolition, so applying it for combat
purposes was merely a matter of installing the physics package into a guided missile. While the
destructive force makes this device deadly in itself, this weapon's true strength stems not from
destructive force but from its ionizing effects, which can play havoc on enemy weapons and shielding
systems, outright nullify fighter or PA threats, and maul starship shielding. The Pseudonova also
possesses a dial-a-yield feature where dampening gasses can be injected into the core prior to launch in
order to control total weapon yield with a great degree precision.

These cruise missiles are launched from broadside torpedo racks. Upon firing the ship's graviton beam
projectors can be used to sharply re-orient and accelerate them in the direction of the target if need be if
the racks happen not to be facing the enemy vessel. In place of traditional guidance computer is a
Savant Tactical/Guidance Construct, which allows these missiles to cut through most traditional forms of
ECM. They lack the nigh immunity to point defenses that FTL missiles have, which is both a blessing and
a curse; while they may have a lower hit ratio they can be employed vastly greater numbers due to their
lower production cost, and lack of spatial distortion due to FTL engines. While STL, these weapons are far
from defenseless. The Savant constructs can utilize the missiles' inertia-less drive generators to perform
maneuvers on par with agile fighter craft, which makes them equally as hard to intercept and shoot
down.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:freespacers:savant
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The missile can operate in two modes: a self-guided sustained propulsion mode that allows for maximum
maneuvering (see above), and as a long-range ballistic missile. The latter has a low-end mass produced
hyperspace drive installed, which unfortunately enough is so inaccurate to the point it is useless for
hitting ships or mobile targets.

Location: Forward Tubes (4), Rear Tubes (2), Broadside Racks [x6 tubes ea.] (2)
Primary Role: Anti-Starship
Damage Rating Value: Tier 11
Range: 2 AU (guided) / 80 AU (ballistic)
Rate of Fire: 4 RPM per tube
Payload (Storage): 136 in storage
Payload (Manufacture): +4 missiles per minute
Max Velocity: 0.6c (guided) / 0.3c (ballistic)

"Starjammer" FEL Prism Assembly

Yet another of the many cannibalized and reworked systems on the ship, the Ayame's docking ring has
been shifted and converted into a weapons array, and the docking ports have been replaced with prism
pylons. Energy is transferred from the ship's reactor to a superconducting capacitor via support struts,
which runs throughout the entire inner ring to form a complete circle. The power is suspended in this
open-cycle loop capacitor until a pylon prepares to fire. In such an event a laser pump at the base of the
pylon begins transferring energy from the capacitor into a free electron laser gain medium, which is then
focused through a lens assembly, and fired up to the top of the pylon. A rotating reflective prism can
thereby direct the sustained beam as desired. The four pylons each have a 360 degree firing arc with
overlapping fields of fire, which when combined with the sloping hull, ensures that enemy craft will have
very few blind spots to exploit.

Despite the potential for point defense such a versatile system offers, this is not the only role it serves.
Many Freespacers who still ling to the vestiges of their pacifism may prefer to disable an enemy ship
rather than scuttle it. Even many of the more aggressive tactical computers may want to board an
enemy vessel for technology salvage or resources. Simulations indicated that high precision, easily
concentrated firepower with a large firing arc would be optimal for this task. Coincidentally, this style of
weaponry also perfectly suits pirates and privateers who may also want to capture ships. Though one
shouldn't kid themselves into thinking they do so for purely ethical reasons…

Location: External Ring
Primary Role: High precision weapon, starship subsystem destruction
Secondary Role: Fighter, PA, and missile defense
Damage Rating Value: Tier 12
Range: 450,000 KM
Rate of Fire: Continuous
Payload Unlimited
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"The Greatest Joke" Kinetic Energy Detonator

“Life does not cease to be funny when people die, any more than it ceases to be serious when people
laugh.” – The Art of Never Again, Chapter 924: The Ethics of Amorality

The original chassis sent to the Freespacer inversion engineering laboratories were gutted of their Legacy
Cannons, so the technology could not be replicated and studied. However, many of the support
assemblies for the original cannon were left in place, including the aether cogeneration units and
extreme strength containment systems needed to control the beam. With some reverse engineering
these systems were mimicked, but the lack of weapon systems and the gaping hull in the superstructure
still posed a problem for designers. So, instead the assembly was converted into an manufactory and
linear accelerator to produce and fire charges known collectively as, “The Greatest Joke.”

The Greatest Joke is a class of charge much heavier than the cruise missiles warheads utilized of this
vessel. In place of a tampered nuke is a payload designed not to deliver large amounts of radiant and
ionizing energy, but a massive burst of potential/kinetic energy.

Just prior to launch the physics payload is assembled. There are three layers: A core gravity generator,
the “main” payload compartment, and the outer dark energy cage which creates a negative pressure
(anti-gravity) field. As the core is filled with payload matter is rapidly compresses into degenerate matter
weighing up to millions of metric tons. When the central gravity generator collapses, the combination of
extreme pressure and the loss of containment will break the cage and send matter huge quantities of
matter flying outwards at a significant fraction of the speed of light. Unfortunately, these conditions put
extreme strain on the central generator's strength and physical integrity to the point the warhead can
only be kept for a few minutes before it ends up detonating.

The weapon assembly facility is designed in such a way as to blow out in the event a warhead if not
jettisoned in time, but the result explosion will both expose internal access to the ship and destroy the
weapons assembly facility.

Location: Spinal Cannon (2)
Primary Role: Anti-Starship
Damage Rating Value: Tier 12
Range: 5 AU
Rate of Fire: As assembled
Payload (Storage): Storage for two rounds
Payload (Manufacture): +1 round per minute
Max Velocity: 0.9c
Notes: Warheads will detonate within 10 minutes of being finished.

Crew of the Baba Yaga

The following is the current crew complement of the Baba Yaga:

Captain: Mikhail Zakharov
First Mate: Justin McCallum
Quartermaster: matthew_henderson

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:archived:mikhail_zakharov
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Bosun: Augury 69
Assistant Bosun: Codebreaker 79-4288-1420

Surgeon: Mastermind Whisper Nine Four 94-3923-4419
Master Gunner: Naruk Lo-Kag
Navigator: Azimuth Four Eight
Cabin Girl: Shizuka
Phantasm Commander: Eachann Filip

SI Co-Pilot: Mikki-Chan
Phantasm Pilots: 40 Pilots, 40 SI Co-Pilot

Havoc: 10 Pilots including zephyrine, 10 SI Co-Pilot
Reaper: 10 Pilots, 10 SI Co-Pilot
Shadow: 10 Pilots, 10 SI Co-Pilot
Oracle: 10 Pilots, 10 SI Co-Pilot

Sailors: “The Boogeymen” 650 sailors in 7 companies.
Quarterdeck Company: 140 Sailors in Boarding Torpedoes led by the Quartermaster.
Forecastle Company: 84 sailors in a Starbryte piloted by sailors, led by Willis.
Sterncastle Company: 84 sailors in a Starbryte piloted by sailors, led by Lazarus.
Hurricane Company: 84 sailors in a Starbryte piloted by sailors, led by Ven Volontany.
Promenade Company: 84 sailors in a Starbryte piloted by sailors, led by a commander.
Weather Company: 84 sailors in a Starbryte piloted by sailors, led by a commander.
Spar Company: 84 sailors in a Starbryte piloted by sailors, led by a commander.

Vehicle Complement

Starbryte Shuttle (6)

The Starbryte is generalized rather than specialized, meant to be used for anything and everything, from
carrying cargo, to passengers, to being used as living space; anything a user can think to do with an
empty box that has engines strapped to it.

Phantasm Gunships (40)

These vessels are the bigger brothers of the drone fighter, packing both a larger punch and are capable
of operation independent of the vessel (though with limited power). Due to their very low energy
signatures these vessels often make excellent companions for any pirate ambush, sensor drones for a
vessel licking its wounds, or acting on their own as slippery pack hunters. Each gunship also packs a pair
of single-launch torpedoes designed to deliver that extra wallop needed to keel larger targets. These
vessels also contain FTL communication and relays, acting as mediums to extend the drone control range
of the host vessel.
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Ship Inventory And Finances

Baba Yaga Inventory and Finances

Bags of Flour (Pirating, TC: 44-23, IC: 1025-2196-62)
Wooden Crates Full of Citrus Fruits (Pirating, TC: 39-62, IC: 2436-5947-97)
Frozen beef patties, large quantity (Pirating, TC: 28-79, IC: 2241-7957-104)
Mug (“#1 Captain”) (Pirating, TC: 85-5, IC: 397-542-80)
1 small crate of unidentified unlabeled liquor (Morant Moonshine) (Pirating, TC: 2-56, IC:
167-5993-58)
6-liter bar-tap bottle of Nepleslian whisky (Pirating, TC: 51-21, IC: 1128-2199-66)
Barrel of Yamataian Brandy (Pirating, TC: 41-7, IC: 303-701-44)

Ship Funds
Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
0 DA Starting Funds
327,120 DA 327,120 DA Month 8 YE 39 Pay from Gartagen Union
654,240 DA 327,120 DA Month 9 YE 39 Pay from Gartagen Union
981,360 DA 327,120 DA Month 1 YE 40 Pay from Gartagen Union
9,239,294 DA 8,257,934 DA Pay from Operation Bird is the Word
9,232,094 DA 7,200 DA Surgeon Pay Disbursement from ?? to 1-3-40
9,352,094 DA 120,000 DA Pay from Operation Smooth Criminal
70 DA 9,352,024 Disbursement to the Crew on 1-3-40

Pending Funds

Current employment Contract

Operation Bird is the word (8,257,934 DA divide into 406 shares) 20,339 DA per share

Operation smooth criminal (120,000 DA divided into 13 shares, Five for the captain, 2 for first mate, 2 for
quartermaster, 4 for pilot/sailor) 9230 DA per share.

OOC Notes

Bullroarer created this article on 2017/11/09 08:47.
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OOC Notes

Bullroarer created this article on 2018/02/12 20:20.

1)

Meaning it is capable of interfacing with an avatar such as an ARIA body, or a cloned body with hardware
used for control of the bodily functions that it's connected to, as long as the body is assigned to the
specific computer
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